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THE VIGENÈRE CIPHER
ANA-MARIA DOBRIŢOIU

Abstract. This paper contains an overview to a well-known encryption method, Vigenère’s cipher, which although easy to understand and implement, seems impossible
for beginners to break, which is why it has been described as ”le chiffre indéchiffrable”.

1. Introduction
Cryptography is the study of mathematical techniques used to encrypt and decrypt
data. The main purpose is to ensure secure communication, i.e. sensible information
must remain private during the communication process.
Cryptanalysis is the science of breaking cryptosystems ([5], p.3).
From a functional perspective, cryptography and cryptanalysis mirror each other in
function ([1], p.435).
1.1. Terminology
Encryption scheme or cryptosystem = a system that essentially transforms plaintext
into ciphertext and conversely ([2]).
Plaintext (cleartext) = the message whose meaning must be hidden.
Encryption = the process of transforming the plaintext in such a way that its meaning
is hidden (except for the sender and the intended recipient of the message).
Ciphertext = the converted data resulted.
Decryption = the process of converting the ciphertext into plaintext.
Cryptographic algorithm (cipher ) = a mathematical function used in the encryption
and decryption process. Generally, there are two related functions: one for encryption
and one for decryption.
This algorithm works in combination with a key to encrypt the plaintext. Different
keys lead to the plaintext being encrypted to different ciphertexts.
The security of the encrypted information depends on the strength of the cryptographic
algorithm and the secrecy of the key.
1.2. Encryption methods
1.2.1. Singlet/Secret/Symmetric key cryptography
This encryption method involves using a shared secret key between the sender and the
receiver.
The involved parties use functions dependent on the same predetermined key. Usually,
the key is randomly generated.
Weak point: The strength of the symmetric key algorithm lies primarily in maintaining the secrecy of the key. Hence the need for a proper exchange of private keys. If
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the number of participant to a transaction increases, the number of potential weakness
points increases.
1.2.2. Asymmetric/Public-key cryptography
In public-key cryptography, a user possesses a secret key as in symmetric cryptography
but also a public key.
Asymmetric algorithms can be used for applications such as digital signatures and key
establishment, and also for classical data encryption.
Weak points: Public-keys cryptography is more computationally costly, due to the
unique nature of the keys. Compared to the keys used in the symmetric key cryptography,
public keys are also more vulnerable to bruce force and man-in-the-middle attacks.
2. The Vigenère cipher
2.1. Historical context
The Vigenère cipher is an adaptation of the Trithemius cipher, which was first
introduced by Johannes Tritemius in his book, ”Polygraphiae libri sex, loannis Trithemii
abbatis Peapolitani, quondam Spanheimensis, ad Maximilianum Caesarem” (”Six books
of polygraphy”), which was printed and published in 1518 ([1], p.133).
The Tritemius cipher is a variation of the Caesar cipher (mono-alphabetic cipher),
steganographic cipher in which each letter was represented as a word taken from a succession of columns. For this cipher, the author used a square matrix (or tableau), ”which
is the elemental form of polyalphabetic substitution” ([1], p.133).
Unlike the Tritemius cipher, the Vigenère cipher used a passphrase as the key for a
repeated polyalphabetic cipher (an encryption key).
The Vigenère cipher was wrongfully attributed to Blaise de Vigenère, who was the
author of the Autokey cipher, which he introduced in his book, ”Traicte des Chiffres”,
printed in 1586.
The Vigenère cipher was first presented by Giovan Battista Bellaso in 1553, in his
book, ”La cifra del Sig. Giovan Battista Bellaso”.
2.2. Mechanism
The standard Vigenère cipher is a polyalphabetic cipher which uses latin alphabets
and a short repeating keyword. Its tabula recta contains 26×26 characters (Table 1).
The Vigenère cipher that uses a key of length m is an example of a symmetric variablelength scheme over the alphabet of letters.
In order to apply the Vigenère cipher, one can use:
a. a group of characters as a key.
Steps:
Let’s consider the key k = (n1 , n2 , · · · , nm ), where n, m ∈ N, 0 ≤ n ≤ 25 and m is
the length of the key. Each character of the ciphertext is obtained using the formula
ci = (ki + ti )%26, i ≤ m.
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Table 1. Tabula recta (26 × 26) used by the Vigenère Cipher
b. a group digits as a key, in order to indicate the number of positions shifted by a
character.
Steps:
Let’s consider the key k = (n1 , n2 , · · · , nm ), where n, m ∈ N,0 ≤ n ≤ 25, m is the
length of the key.
Split the message to be encrypted into a number of groups, most of them having the
length of the key.
Shift the each letter of every group with the corresponding number of positions, ni .

The main element is the group of characters. The encryption function that maps a
group of characters of length k to another group of characters of the same length:
Cn1 ,n2 ,··· ,nk : Z/26Z × · · · × Z/26Z → Z/26Z × · · · × Z/26Z ,
Cn1 ,n2 ,··· ,nk (x1 , x2 , · · · , xk ) = (x1 + n1 , x2 + n2 , · · · , xk + nk ).
Each component is a Caesar cipher. For a key that has the length m, there are
26k = 4 · 1026 possible choices.
c. use the tabula recta to encrypt the plaintext
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Steps:
Select the column corresponding to the character ni from the key, i ≤ m.
Select the row corresponding to the character ti from the plaintext, i ≤ m.
Their intersection corresponds to the character ci from the ciphertext, i ≤ m

In the context of the English alphabet, the strength of the Vigenère cipher consists of
the fact that it is not susceptible to frequency analysis because the cipher rotates through
different shifts. Therefore, the same plaintext letter will not always be encrypted using
the same ciphertext letter ([8]).
The real weakness of the Vigenère cipher lies in its periodicity ([9]).
Let’s consider the key k = (k1 , k2 , · · · , km ), where m is the length of the key, m ∈ N,
V : {A, B, · · · , Z} → {A, B, · · · , Z}, the Vigenère encryption function; the plaintext
t1 , t2 , · · · , tn into the ciphertext C1 , C2 , · · · , Cn , where n ∈ N. Then, the Vigenère cipher
with key k can be expressed as:
C = (C1 , C2 , · · · , Cn ) = Vk (t1 , t2 , · · · , tn ) =
= ((t1 + k1 )%26, (t2 + k2 )%26, · · · , (tr + kr%m )%26, · · · , (tn + kn%m )%26).
The periodicity of the Vigenère cipher can be noticed in the following substring of the
ciphertext:


n
C̃i = C1 , C1+m , · · · , C1+rm , · · · , C1+[ m
]m =
n
= ((t1 + k1 )%26, (t1+m + k1 )%26, · · · , (t1+rm + k1 )%26, · · · , (t1+[ m
]m + k1 )%26)

n
= Tk1 t1 , t1+m , · · · , t1+rm , · · · , t1+[ m
]m .
Therefore, if the plaintext is encrypted with a shift cipher with shift ki , ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
it follows:

 

n
n
Ci , Ci+m , · · · , Ci+rm , · · · , Ci+[ m
]m = ti , ti+m , · · · , ti+rm , · · · , ti+[ m
]m .

The ciphertext C = C1 , C2 , · · · , Cn will be split into m separate substrings of the
ciphertext:


n
C̃i = C1 , C1+m , · · · , C1+rm , · · · , C1+[ m
]m .

3. The Kasiski Method
Since its publication, the Vigenère cipher was considered to be unbreakable. But in
1863, Friedrich W. Kasiski published ”Die Geheimschriften und die Dechif-frir-kunst”
(Cryptography and the art of decryption) about a general solution for polyalphabetic
ciphers with repeating keywords ([1]).
Kasiski exploits the periodicity of the Vigenère cipher (the repetition of the key). One
may look for repeated fragments in the ciphertext and compile a list of the distances
that separate the occurences. Then, it is possible (but not certain) that the length of the
keyword is the greatest common divisor of these values.
If a repeated substring in a plaintext is encrypted by the same substring in the keyword,
then the ciphertext contains a repeated substring and the distance of the two occurences
is a multiple of the keyword length.
Not every repeated string in the ciphertext arises in this way; but, the probability of
a repetition by chance is noticeably smaller ([6]).
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In this case, there is no repeated substring of length at least 2. Therefore, Kasiski’s
method will fail.
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The distance between repeating substrings can be a multiple of the keyword length. If
a match is purely coincidental, then the factors of the distance might not be multiples of
the keyword length.
By decomposing into prime factors, we see that the greatest common divisor is 6.
Therefore, the length of the key is 6.
A short plaintext with a relatively long keyword may produce a ciphertext in which
no repetition can be found.
Long repeated substrings in a ciphertext are not likely to be by chance, whereas short
repeated substrings may appear more often and some of which may be purely by chance.
In order to find out the key letters, one must use frequency analysis on the ciphertext
split into sequences of characters having the length m (the length of the key).
For every letter that we consider to be part of the key, we have a standard English
frequency distribution (red) and get a shifted English frequency distribution (blue).

For every position of the key, we consider each letter, until we get the shifted English
frequency distribution to match the standard English frequency distribution.
Let’s consider letter ”a” as the first character for the key. Shift the frequencies of the
column by 0.
Shift by 0. The standard English frequency distribution vs the shifted English frequency distribution.
Consider letter ”s” as the first character for the key. Shift the frequencies of the column
by 18.
Shift by 18. The standard English frequency distribution vs the shifted English frequency distribution.
We continue shifting until the blue graph matches the red graph.
3.1. Frequency analysis
Random parts of the English language have a standard frequency distribution of the
English letters.
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Steps:
Count the occurrences of each of the letters in the ciphertext (e.g., 17 X’s, 12 B’s,
9 C’s, 7 P ’s, etc.).
Using a standard English frequency table, guess the identity of the letters based
on the table. In most of the English texts, the nine most frequent letters will be
E, T, A, I, O, N, S, R, H.
Consider how letters relate to one another. One can often tell which letters are vowels
because most letters appear before and/or after them. Thus, if there is a letter in the
ciphertext that appears in pairs with many different letters, it may be a vowel. To find
out which one it is, one must take into consideration the fact that ”a” is almost never
doubled, ”e” is incredibly frequent, and ”u” is relatively rare.
3.2. The Friedman test
In order for the Kasiski attack to work, the keyword must be repeated. The ideal
situation consists of having a long plaintext and a short key.
In 1922, William Friedman published ”The Index of Coincidence and Its Applications
in Cryptography”, a statistical test based upon frequency that can be used to determine
whether a cipher is polyalphabetic or monoalphabetic (only one ciphertext alphabet is
used) and for polyalphabet ciphers can estimate the number of alphabets (the length of
the keyword for the Vigenère cipher).
The index of coincidence (i.e., the repeat rate) for a ciphertext is the probability that
two letters selected at random from it are identical ([10]). It is used to estimate the length
of the unknown keyword.
Let’s consider:
N - the length of the text be N ;
n - the size of the alphabet;
ai - the ith letter in the alphabet.
Suppose ai appears in the given text Fi times.
The number of ai occurences in the text is Fi . There are Fi different choices to pick
the first ai , and to pick the second ai we have Fi − 1 different choices (since one ai has
already been selected), etc.
Since there are N (N − 1) different ways of picking two characters from the text, the
(Fi −1)
probability of having two ai is FNi (N
−1) .
Since the alphabet hasndifferent letters and the above formula applies to each of them,
the probability of having two identical letters from the text is:
I=

n
X
Fi (Fi − 1)
i=1

N (N − 1)

n

=

X
1
Fi (Fi − 1).
N (N − 1) i=1

If the percentage of letter ai is pi (see the standard frequency distribution of the English
letters table above), the number of occurences of the ith letter is:
Fi = pi · N =⇒ I =

n
X
i=1

pi

pi N − 1
.
N (N − 1)
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Pn
If N → ∞ then I ≈ i=1 p2i .
If the text is randomly generated, the frequency of each letter is pi = n1 and I = n1 ,
where n is the size of the alphabet.
Then, if the plaintext is written in English, the probability of selecting two identical
letters is:
aa
+
0.082 × 0.082

bb
+
0.015 × 0.015

cc
+
0.028 × 0.028

···

+

zz
0.001 × 0.001

For a monoalphabetic cipher (i.e., a permutation of the letters of a single alphabet),
the frequencies of the letters is I ≈ 0.0656010.
For a polialphabetic cipher, the frequencies of the letters should be closer to uniformity.
1 1
1 1
1 1
· 26 )+( 26
· 26 )+· · ·+( 26
· 26 ) =
The probability of selecting two identical letters is: I ≈ ( 26
1
≈
0.038.
26
Steps:
Knowing l, the length of the key, one can arrange the ciphertext into l columns. Each
column corresponds to a Caesar cipher.
The columns might not all have the same length. However, one can assume that the
number of letters in the ciphertext is large enough so that the length of each column can
be estimated to be ≈ nl .
Case 1: Choose a letter from the ciphertext. By selecting a letter, one also selects a
n
l −1
column. The probability that the next letter chosen comes from the same column is n−1
.
Because both letters are selected from the same Caesar cipher alphabet, I ≈ 0.065.
Therefore, the probability that both letters are identical and selected from the same
n
l −1
column ≈ n−1
· 0.065.
Case 2: Choose two identical letters from two different columns of the ciphertext.
Calculate the probability of this event.
Select a letter from the ciphertext. The probability that the next letter comes from a
n− n
different column is n−1l .
Because the two letters are selected from different Caesar cipher alphabets, the probability that both are the same is approximately the same as for a random alphabet, 0.038.
So, the probability that both letters are selected from different columns and are idenn− n
tical is ≈ n−1l · 0.038.
To get an approximation of the index of coincidence I (the probability that the two
letters selected are identical), we add the probabilities resulted from both cases:
I≈

n
l

−1
n − nl
· 0.065 +
· 0.038
n−1
n−1

=⇒ (n − 1)I + 0.065 − 0.038n ≈ 0.027

n
0.027n
=⇒ l ≈
.
l
(n − 1)I + 0.065 − 0.038n
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